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[REC]3: Genesis: Best ZMN Feature of 11/12



October 11
Days of Darkness
Battle Girl: The Living Dead in Tokyo Bay
Scooby-Doo on Zombie Island
Zombie Women of Satan 
Quarantine 2: Terminal
Die Zombiejager

November 11
Blood Creek
Nightmare City

December 11
Silent Night, Zombie Night
Hell’s Ground

January 12
Primal 
Wild Zero

February 12
The Signal
Severed: Forest of the Dead
Forest of the Dead
Deathdream
Last of the Living

Zombie Movie Night Features by Month
March 12
Outpost
The Dead

April 12
Jack Brooks: Monster Slayer
Devil’s Playground

May 12
Oh! My Zombie Mermaid
Burial Ground: The Nights of Terror

June 12
Helldriver
Choking Hazard
Descendents

July 12
Mutants (U.S.)
The Terror Experiment

August 12
Exit Humanity
The Dead and the Damned
[REC] 3: Genesis
ParaNorman

September 12
Abraham Lincoln vs. Zombies
Beyond the Grave



Best Picture
2010: Zombieland
2011: The Horde

Best Actor
2010: Stephen McHattie - Pontypool
2011: Joshua Grote - DIEner...(get it?)

Best Actress
2010: Manuela Velasco - [REC]
2011: Claude Perron - The Horde

Best Supporting Actor
2010: Jessie Eisenberg - Zombieland
2011: Bobby Rhodes - Demons

Best Supporting Actress
2010: Anna Falchi - Cemetery Man
2011: Kathleen McDermott - Dead Set

Outstanding Zombie
2010: Standartenfuhrer Herzog - Dead Snow
2011: Lollipop Zombie - Plaga Zombie: Zona 
Mutante

Best Villain (Non-Zombie)
2011: Patrick - Dead Set

Best Foreign Language 
Film
2010: Dead Snow
2011: The Horde

Best Zombie Comedy
2011: SARS Wars: Bangkok Zombie Crisis

Best Nudity
2010: Cemetery Man
2011: The Dead Pit

Best Soundtrack
2011: Plaga Zombie: Zona Mutante

Previous Golden Zombey Award Winners

Most Memorable Massacring 
of Zombies
2010: Evil - The Restaurant Scene
2011: The Horde - Ouess’ Last Stand

Most Original Zombie Origin
2011: Demons - Evil Movie Prop

Most Bizarre Zombie Behavior
2010: Dead & Breakfast - Musical Number
2011: Damned by Dawn - Flying Zombie Skeletons

Best Unintentional Comedy
2011: Death Valley: The Revenge of Bloody Bill

Biggest “WTF!” Moment
2010: Attack Girls’ Swim Team vs. The Undead - Vagina 
Laser
2011: Rammbock - Man Sleeps in Bear Suit

Worst Ending
2010: Automaton Transfusion

Most Implausible Gore
2010: Survival of the Dead



BEST ACTOR IN A ZOMBIE MOVIE

BEST ACTRESS IN A ZOMBIE MOVIE

2011/2012
GOLDEN ZOMBEYS

   Shinya Hashimoto            Jason London	
          Bill Oberst Jr.                Warren Speed              Ray Stevenson
 Oh! My Zombie Mermaid     The Terror Experiment	
          Abraham Lincoln                  Zombie Women                      Outpost 	
            
	
 	
 	
 	
 	
 	
             vs. Zombies                            of Satan

Winner: Bill Oberst Jr.

   Leticia Dolera               Rooshanie Ejaz	
          Yumiko Hara	
        Sharon Landry	
      Mercedes Masohn
    [REC] 3: Genesis	
         Hell‘s Ground	
 	
  Helldriver	
               Mutants	
                  Quarantine 2: Terminal
	
 	
 	
 	
 	
 	
 	
 	
 	
 	
             

Winner: Leticia Dolera



BEST SUPPORTING ACTOR IN A ZOMBIE MOVIE

  AJ Bowen             Christopher Julian            Jaroslav Dusek             Robert Englund          Dominic Purcell
    The Signal            Severed: Forest of the Dead          Choking Hazard            Jack Brooks: Monster Slayer         Blood Creek

BEST SUPPORTING ACTRESS IN A ZOMBIE MOVIE

      Emma Booth                Lynn Carlin         Camille Montgomery           Eihi Shiina               Alicia Leigh Willis
        Blood Creek                     Deathdream           The Dead and the Damned             Helldriver                   The Terror Experiment
	
 	
 	


OUTSTANDING ZOMBIE IN A ZOMBIE MOVIE

           Andy                         Dragonetti                 Judge Hopkins                   Mel                         Zombie Horse
       Deathdream	
	
     Die Zombiejager	
         ParaNorman	
             Primal	
                         Blood Creek 

Winner: AJ Bowen

Winner: Eihi Shiina

Winner: Mel



BEST VILLAIN (NON-ZOMBIE)

          Baby	
       	
      Captain Fujuka	
       The Dark Rider                     Henry                      Richard Wirth
     Hell’s Ground	
	
 Battle Girl: The Living Dead      Beyond the Grave	
       Quarantine 2: Terminal	
	
   Blood Creek
                                                  in Tokyo Bay	
        

BEST ZOMBIE-FIGHTING DUO

           Blood Creek                       The Dead                The Dead and                Silent Night,            Zombie Women
                                                                                         the Damned                Zombie Night                 of Satan
      Evan & Victor Marshall                Murphy & Daniel                  Mortimor &                      Frank & Nash                Pervo the Clown &
                                                                                                 Brother Wolf                                                         Johnny Dee Hellfire

BEST FOREIGN LANGUAGE FILM

       Choking Hazard              Helldriver                 Hell’s Ground          Oh! My Zombie         [REC] 3: Genesis     
                                                                                                                                   Mermaid

Winner: [REC] 3: Genesis

Winner: Richard Wirth

Winner: Evan & Victor Marshall



BEST ZOMBIE COMEDY

    Choking Hazard                Jack Brooks:          Last of the Living           ParaNorman           Zombie Women
                                             Monster Slayer                                                                                        of Satan
       

BEST ANIMATED (OR PARTIALLY ANIMATED) FILM

                                 Exit Humanity                  ParaNorman                        Scooby-Doo
                                                                                                                      on Zombie Island

BEST NUDITY

     Burial Ground:              The Dead                Nightmare City                     Primal                   Zombie Women
 The Nights of Terror   and the Damned                                                                                             of Satan

Winner: Zombie Women of Satan

Winner: ParaNorman

Winner: The Dead and the Damned



BEST SOUNDTRACK

Last of the Living        Oh! My Zombie                 Scooby-Doo                   Wild Zero              Zombie Women
                                           Mermaid                  on Zombie Island                                                    of Satan

MOST MEMORABLE MASSACRING OF ZOMBIES

 Devil’s Playground             Helldriver                 Last of the Living             [REC] 3: Genesis        Silent Night,
                                                                                                                                                               Zombie Night
Joe & Cole’s Last Stand         Battle at the Zombie Bar     Johnny’s Beserker Attack           Clara has a Chainsaw       Frank Goes to Bat

MOST ORIGINAL ZOMBIE ORIGIN

   Devil’s Playground         Jack Brooks:                     Mutants                Severed: Forest                The Signal
                                         Monster Slayer                                                     of the Dead
       Medical Experiment              Evil Heart                Evil Sugar Experimentation       Genetically Altered                    The Signal
          Gone Wrong                                                                                                           Trees

Winner: Last of the Living

Winner: Severed: Forest of the Dead

Winner: Last of the Living



MOST BIZARRE ZOMBIE BEHAVIOR

   Devil’s Playground       Forest of the Dead           Helldriver                         Outpost                    The Terror  
                                                                                                                                                                 Experiment   
       Zombie Parkour             Regenerating Zombies          Car Made From                   Vanishing Zombies                 Shooting a
                                                                                          Zombie Parts                                                                Machine Gun

BEST UNINTENTIONAL COMEDY

   Abraham Lincoln            The Dead                    Hell’s Ground                    Mutants                Nightmare City                                                                                                                                                   
       vs. Zombies
 Lincoln Meets a Young        Hero Gives Away Baby         Inept Zombie Midget           Evil “Russian” Scientist        Exploding Television
      Teddy Roosevelt               to Random Truck

WORST ENDING

    Days of Darkness       Nightmare City                   Severed:                     Silent Night,               The Terror
                                                                                    Forest of the Dead          Zombie Night              Experiment
   Let’s Just Get Drunk           It Was All a Dream...                Evil Logging CEO	
            Unresolved, Abrupt            Terrorist Actions:
                                                 Or Was It?                                is Sad                               Ending                             Justified!

Winner: Helldriver

Winner: Hell’s Ground

Winner: Nightmare City



BIGGEST “WTF!” MOMENT

BEST POSTER ART

      Burial Ground:                Deathdream              Descendents        Forest of the Dead              Primal
The Nights of Terror
“Boy” Lusts After Mom               Bartender Hates                Killer Octopus             The Character of                   Cave Slug
                                            Nuptial Announcements           Happy Ending                Jeffy Guiseppe                         Rape

Winner: Descendents

Winner: Helldriver



Appendix: And the Golden Zombey goes to...
Quotes from Kevin in Blue, Jeff in Red.

Best Actor:  
Bill Oberst Jr.  
Director: "Okay, we're making a ridiculous movie about Abe Lincoln fighting zombies."  Bill: "So you want campy 
then..."  Director:  "No, no, no, you're going to play this one straight.  Trust me."   Bill:  "I CAN DO THAT."  
The whole film could have fallen apart at any moment, but Oberst brought pathos, stature and dignity to a movie 
and a role that, at the time of conception, probably required none of those things.
Bill Oberst Jr.
I liked all of these guys, buy Oberst Jr. is a stands stovepipe hat above the others. In a movie as ridiculous as 
Abraham Lincoln vs. Zombies, there's no expectation that anybody puts in a decent acting performance. But, here's 
Oberst Jr. delivering ridiculous dialogue, mentoring a young Teddy Roosevelt, and decapitating zombies all with a 
gravitas rivaling any bigger budget bio-pic.

Best Actress: 
Leticia Dolera
Maybe it's unfair to give the award to the person who was involved in the best scripted film, but that's the breaks.  
The other 4 had their chance to rise above and beyond and make themselves memorable, but they didn't.  Dolera 
played the most well developed character of the five nominees and didn't blow it.  She made me believe in her 
motivations and root for her until the end.
Leticia Dolera
I most remember Landry as the actress who looked much older than her character was supposed to be. That's not 
good. Masohn and Ejaz put in good performance, but both in pretty standard, horror movie roles. For me, it came 
down to the two ass-kickers, Hara and Dolera, and I felt that Dolera gets the edge.

Best Supporting Actor:  
AJ Bowen 
Bowen is set up to fail in the first act as the typical abusive partner who totally gets what he deserves and shouldn't 
stand in the way of true love.  Then in Act 2, everything gets turned on its ear, motivations get more complex and 
Bowen ends up stealing the show with a wild and wacky performance.  It almost always makes a film better when 
the villain is the most compelling character.
AJ Bowen
Purcell and Englund are here mostly on name alone, hard to deny a familiar face in a see of unknown zombie 
fodder. Dusek was good and memorable, but ultimately died to early (though he does do some acting post-death). 
Julian really stood out in a mediocre movie. But it's Bowen who really carried his movie. Excellent performance in a 
role that asked him to play equal parts action, comedy, villain, and victim.

Best Supporting Actress: 
Eihi Shiina  
Can we just get rid of this category without it being sexist?  I just went with my villain argument from above.  This is 
always a weak group.
Lynn Carlin
Definitely a stronger category than it was last year, pretty good performances by all involved (maybe not so much 
from Montgomery). The three blond chicks cancel each other out, leaving Shiina: the heart-ripping, daughter 
murdering, maniacally laughing, evil alien zombie queen, and Carlin, the grieving mother with a bad case of denial. I 
went with Carlin because that's probably how our mother would act if one of us became a zombie.
Decision: Eihi Shiina

Outstanding Zombie: 
Mel
Don't get me wrong, I love Zombie Horse, but at the end of the day, that was just one kickass scene that got a 
slightly dragging movie jumpstarted.  Mel carries Primal as pretty much the only zombie.  This is the first time I've 
considered Best Zombie as an acting award, but the performance is just so enthusiastic and spirited that it compels 
me to do so in this case. 
Zombie Horse
The Judge is memorable for being the leader of benign group of wimpy zombies. Dragonetti got built-up, but 
ultimately didn't do much damage. Andy and Mel put in the best zombie acting performances. But if you ask me 
which zombie is most Outstanding, it's the Mother-Fucking Zombie Horse! One fantastic scene of raising hell in a 
country kitchen! This horse easily stole the show right out from under the noses of Super Man, Magneto, and Prison 
Break.
Decision: Mel



Appendix: And the Golden Zombey goes to...
Quotes from Kevin in Blue, Jeff in Red.

Best Villain: 
The Dark Rider 
For all his big talk, Richard Wirth is really just a big ugly and his name is not intimidating at all.  And speaking of 
names...Henry, Baby, Captain Fujuka?  Not scary at all.  But the Dark Rider?  Now there's a name that can give you 
nightmares.  And also, he/she is the scariest force on the list.  I'm not even sure The Dark Rider lost.  (And yes, I 
realize last year's winner was named "Patrick."  I believe I conceded that pick.)
Richard Wirth
Henry, look at your scaredy face next to all those other villains. You can't win. Captain Fujuka, I barely remember 
you. Baby, you're pretty much a burqa wearing rip-off of every 80's horror killer. Dark Rider, zombies follow you 
around. Richard Wirth controls the zombies.
Decision: Richard Wirth

Best Zombie-Fighting Duo: 
The Marshall Brothers
This is pretty straight forward.  They are the only duo who SURVIVE their movie intact.
Frank & Nash
Out of this group, Frank & Nash are the only ones to really take the fight to the zombies, however unsuccessful they 
ended up. Murphy, Daniel, Pervo, and Hellfire were more focused on basic survival, while Mortimor and Wolf never 
really had a good fight back to back (on screen anyway). The Marshall Brothers were tough, but their fight was 
more against the supernatural Nazi weirdo.
Decision: Evan & Victor Marshall

Best Foreign Language: 
[REC] 3: Genesis
So pleasantly surprised that the REC series got good again.  I laughed.  I cried... metaphorically.  I actually want to 
see REC 4, which I wouldn't have said prior to this viewing.
[REC] 3: Genesis
Second year in a row that the best movie features a bunch of people speaking some strange Moon-Man language. 
Come on, English language, step it up!

Best Zombie Comedy:  
Zombie Women of Satan  
No question here.  I look at the rankings and I wonder why it isn't higher.  I loved this film and I appreciate it even 
more for single-handedly saving the dud-fest that was the ZMN anniversary.  Some very memorable LOL moments 
from a movie I had no expectations from is way more than I could have asked for.
Zombie Women of Satan
Jack Brooks wasn't very funny. Last of the Living got weirdly somber. Choking Hazard and ParaNorman were funny, 
but Zombie Women got the most and the biggest laughs out of me.

Best Animated Film:  
ParaNorman 
ParaNorman
This one's really not even close. ParaNorman beats Scooby-Doo, a direct-to-video film, and Exit Humanity, which 
had drawings in it.

Best Nudity:  
The Dead and the Damned   
After long deliberation over this two horse race, I decided to swerve myself and take the award away from the year-
long odds-on favorite.  My reason is this: It could be argued that the nudity is expected and part of the plot when 
you're dealing with "zombie women of satan."  The gratuitousness is built in.  D & D has the more classically 
pointless flesh-baring that we come to expect from low budget entries.  The pointless bath scene, the terrifed naked 
woman running for her life.  These are the flag-bearing moments of bad horror films.   (I know. This is like Crash 
beating Brokeback Mountain.)
The Dead and the Damned
This is a two horse race between The Dead and the Damned and Zombie Women of Satan. The real question here 
is quality vs. quantity. I'm pretty sure that the makers of Zombie Women included any girl they could get to take her 
top off and run around like a crazy person. The D & the D had the perfect amount of gratuitous nudity, all with 
quality boobies.



Appendix: And the Golden Zombey goes to...
Quotes from Kevin in Blue, Jeff in Red.

Best Soundtrack: 
Last of the Living
The Scooby-Doo song is uber-lame.  Unless the clip wasn't over, Zombie Women wasn't even a whole song.  I have 
to give full credit to Last of the Living for having a soundtrack full of original music and not being annoying.  It kind of 
sounds like Highway to Hell or Life is a Highway or some highway-related rock anthem.  I'm no music critic, but I 
know what I hate and I don't hate this.
Last of the Living
Scooby-Doo featured music by Third Eye Blind, the only really band represented here. That would be impressive if 
the original song on the track wasn't lame and they put any kind of memorable twist on the old theme song. Zero 
and Mermaid featured songs with ridiculous Japanese lyrics, which are fun, but not good enough to win. Last of the 
Living finished their movie with a video of a song by the same name, repeated over and over. I had that song stuck 
in my head for a week. We're the Last of the Living! We're the Last of the Living!!!

Most Memorable Massacring of Zombies:  
Helldriver   
A disappointingly weak list this year after the awesomeness of our two previous winners, but Helldriver at least had 
the most spirit.  Johnny's berserker attack was good, but it just didn't have the badass punch that Ouess in The 
Horde had.  And if we're talking "memorable," Helldriver really amped up the wackiness and went for 
"memorable" at every turn.
Last of the Living
Two in a row for Last of the Living! Johnny's Berserker Attack was funny and tragic all at the same time. Way to go 
out in style, Johnny.
Decision: Last of the Living

Most Original Zombie Origin:  
Severed: Forest of the Dead  
The signal is just too ambiguous.  Drug test is not very original and though evil sugar experiment sounds original, 
it's really not much different than drug test.  Evil heart really only affected the teacher, who then made the zombies 
himself.  I have to hand it to Severed for causing the apocalypse in a scheme to make trees grow faster...or was it 
the protestors fault for trying to stop it?  Anyway, in a movie that plays it straight, this origin is really, really ludicrous. 
Kudos.
Severed: Forest of the Dead
A plan to make sugar more addictive to cocaine that results in zombies sound ridiculous on the surface, but really 
isn't all that different from Playground's medical experiments. I expect to be turned into a zombie by a medication or 
something that I eat or drink, that's nothing new. When preparing for the apocalypse, I rarely look to the trees. 
Thank you, Severed: Forest of the Dead. Now I know.

Most Bizarre Zombie Behavior:  
Helldriver
Like I said before, Helldriver just went for batshit insane and stuck the landing hard.  Not only does the car made of 
zombies win, I could nominate at least three other scenes and they would win too.  I propose that from now on, this 
category is known as "The Helldriver Memorial 'Most Bizarre Zombie Behavior' Award".
Helldriver
Four of these five are pretty "ho-hum". The one that isn't all the way on the other end of the spectrum! As our hero 
cuts down zombies, another zombie is collecting the parts and constructing a zombie car, all while in mid-sprint. 
This category could have been comprised of only Helldriver moments and it might have been the better for it.

Best Unintentional Comedy:
Hell’s Ground
When is a midget not funny?  Never.  You can't just throw a midget in your supposedly scary movie, have him 
royally fuck up and then pretend everything is still creepy and scary.  The zombies are having their only big moment 
in a the film and BAM, zombie midget ruins it.  I love zombie midget!
Hell's Ground
Teddy Roosevelt had me smiling throughout Abe Lincoln vs. Zombies, but I don't know if I really call that one 
unintentional. A guy who looks Puerto Rican, but has a terrible Russian accent was enough to make me 
consistently chuckle. Throwing a television and having it explode like a stick of dynamite made me laugh out loud. 
But the clear winner here is the Midget Zombie. This a pretty serious moment and the only scene to really feature a 
zombie attack. And here comes Midget Zombie! In the car window....and right out the door! One of the most inept 
zombie performances I've ever seen! Hilarious!



Appendix: And the Golden Zombey goes to...
Quotes from Kevin in Blue, Jeff in Red.

Worst Ending:  
The Terror Experiment 
Dreams are dumb but have been done.  Same with abrupt endings or stupid endings.  But it takes a special kind of 
ass-hattery to completely muddy the waters when it comes to getting your message across.  The terrorist 
explanation video is played like a heroic "Really Makes You Think" moment which you then think about, and go, 
WAIT, WHAT?  Yeah, cover-ups are bad, but I am not on board with your plan to cause the death and destruction of 
hundreds of people so that you can make the government cover something up and hope the local guy does the 
right thing!  Is the movie?  There are stupid endings.  And then there are endings THAT RUIN THE MOVIE. 
Nightmare City
This category didn't exist last year. Nightmare City was the movie that convinced me that it had to make a 
comeback. Why have the dream ending? If it were a series, maybe you'd throw in the dream twist to bring back a 
beloved character or reset a good storyline. Here, it's completely pointless and left me feeling like the whole movie 
was a waste of time.
Decision: Nightmare City
 
Biggest WTF! Moment:  
Deathdream   
The octopus in Descendents is foreshadowed and talked about so as wacky as it is, it shouldn’t be all that 
surprising when it shows up.  I can get over a character wearing an afro wig and saying dumb stuff pretty quickly.  
Creepy man-boy is at least part of the chracter development.  But what doesn't make any sense is a random scene 
of a guy denouncing marriage for no discernible reason.  That character and scene has nothing to do with anything 
else in the whole film.  It's like the director went, "Good film but OH CRAP, I forgot to push my anti-wedding 
announcement agenda!  Call everybody back to the set!" 
Descendents
Cave Slug almost ruined a good movie. The bartender was bizarre, but not WTF worthy. Jeffy Guiseppe was just 
more stupid in a movie full of stupid. An adult playing a child who wants to make it with his Mom is more of WTF 
element than it is a moment. With Descendents, I believe I may have actually said "what the fuck?!" when the movie 
closed with mermaid kids and a giant helicopter-attacking octopus.
Decision: Descendents

Best Poster Art:
Helldriver 
Helldriver
No poster could ever prepare you for the batshit insanity of Helldriver, but this is a nice poster anyway. It features 
our kick-ass heroine about to wield her chainsaw. Simple but effective.


